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Capital Letters 

Worksheet 4 

Rule: We use capital letter for the “I” pronoun and proper nouns 

like name of a specific person, place or things. 

a) Underline those words that need to be in capital letters. 

1. Preston and i were going for a movie. 

2. Zack, umar and I were playing soccer. 

3. Dad is leaving for dallas. 

4. tokyo is the capital city of Japan. 

5. Brianna was having oreo biscuits. 

6. We will be reaching london in thirty minutes. 

7. i call my puppy rex. 

8. My aunt was flying to dubai for a business trip. 

9. The name of my school is wesgreen international. 

10. Have you been to australia? 

11. My cat fluffy is still sleeping. 

12. bounty is my favourite chocolate. 

 

b) Underline those proper nouns which do not follow the 

capital rule. 

canada  josh   mumbai  

cow   car   tom 

chicken  porsche  city 

chicago  paris   school 

ryan   ball   country 

box    justin   birmingham 
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Answer Sheet 

Underline those words that need to be in capital letters. 

1. Preston and i were going for a movie. (I)  

2. Zack, umar and I were playing soccer. (Umar) 

3. Dad is leaving for dallas. (Dallas) 

4. tokyo is the capital city of Japan. (Tokyo) 

5. Brianna was having oreo biscuits. (Oreo) 

6. We will be reaching london in thirty minutes. (London) 

7. i call my puppy rex. (Rex) 

8. My aunt was flying to dubai for a business trip. (Dubai) 

9. The name of my school is wesgreen international. (Wesgreen 

International) 

10. Have you been to australia? (Australia) 

11. My cat fluffy is still sleeping. (Fluffy) 

12. bounty is my favourite chocolate. (Bounty) 

 

b) Underline those proper nouns which do not follow the 

capital rule. 

canada  josh   mumbai  

cow   car   tom 

chicken  porsche  city 

chicago  paris   school 

ryan   ball   country 

box    justin  birmingham 

(Canada, Chicago, Ryan, Josh, Porsche, Paris, Justin, 

Mumbai, Tom, Birmingham) 


